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Jeppesen, JetNet and Flight Trak Pledge Support for AERObridge Relief Efforts
For immediate release: Washington, DC – 2 November 2010: AEROBridge has received significant
commitments for continued support during national and international disaster relief efforts from Jeppesen,
JetNet and Flight Trak.
Reggie Arsenault, Jeppesen Senior Manager of Business & General Aviation Client Management
(Americas/Pac-Rim) informed AERObridge president Marianne L. Stevenson that the company is prepared to
provide support for those operators flying under the banner of AERObridge to support a relief effort. When the
AERObridge network is activated to respond to a disaster, Jeppesen will provide the required charting and
navigational data to those operators whose aircraft and crews are participating in relief efforts. Depending on
the nature of the missions, Jeppesen could also provide International Trip Support as well.
JetNet also pledged their continued support for AERObridge. “JetNet has been, and will continue to be, an
important supporter of the AERObridge mission,” Stevenson explained, “and their fiscal and database
contributions have helped make our disaster response efforts truly effective and impactful to those in need. We
cannot thank them enough for what they’ve done, and for what they promise to do in the future.”
Flight Trak Incorporated has offered the use of its proprietary scheduling and tracking software systems, as
well, which will make the scheduling, dispatching and tracking of relief flights a much simpler and centralized
effort than previous efforts have been.
Flight Trak software data will provide AERObridge dispatchers and crews constantly updated and accurate
information with regards to aircraft availability and capabilities, passenger details and APIS information.
“Using the Flight Trak system,” Stevenson said, “will make scheduling and dispatching the aviation resources
at our disposal during relief efforts much more effective and timely which, simply put, will equate to lives
saved.”
For more information, visit the AERObridge website at www.aerobridge.org, or contact AERObridge President
Marianne Stevenson at mstevenson@aerobridge.org ; via telephone to 951.491.9827.
Information on the Flight Trak software solutions may be found at http://www.flighttrak.com/; Information on
Jeppesen products may be found at http://www.jeppesen.com/main/corporate/aviation/business/
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